The following notification is being circulated in accordance with Article 10.4.

1. Party to Agreement notifying: **SWEDEN**

2. Agency responsible: Swedish Telecommunications Administration

3. Notified under Article 2.5.2 [x] 2.6.1 [] 7.3.2 [] 7.4.1 [] Other:

4. Products covered (HS where applicable, otherwise national tariff heading):
   - HS ex 85.36, HS ex 85.44

5. Title: Draft Regulations with (1) requirements for physical connection of customer premises networks to the public telecommunications network and (2) requirements and recommendations imposed on the design of physical telecommunication lines and sockets in customer premises networks

6. Description of content:
   1. This draft covers requirements imposed on and information about connection forms and devices for physical connection of customer premises networks to the public telecommunications network.
   2. This draft covers certain requirements and recommendations applicable to the design, installation and use of physical telecommunication lines (single pairs or cable pairs) in customer premises networks, the lines being intended for connection to the public telecommunications network. Also included are requirements for the design of telecommunication sockets connected to such lines.

7. Objective and rationale: To ensure safe connection of customer premises networks to the public telecommunications network


9. Proposed dates of adoption and entry into force:
   - Date of adoption: 2 May 1989 (preliminary)
   - Entry into force: 2 May 1989 (preliminary)

10. Final date for comments: 21 March 1989

11. Texts available from: National enquiry point [x] or address of other body: